Hi All,

Bill asked me to write you with the following, in light of the WHO elevation to level 5 of "imminent pandemic" for the swine flu issue. (Written copy will go to all mailboxes tomorrow morning.)

1. The garage party this coming Friday afternoon is cancelled. It is not an "essential" meeting of any sort although of course exchange of information and staying in touch is always important.

2. So, in order to execute the important tasks of staying in touch, please:
   a. Contact your nearby neighbors and friends within HC, especially those living alone, to see how they are doing.
   b. If anyone contracts the swine flu, our small community might help the broader community by making sure that the affected person has plenty of food, prescription drugs, and so forth dropped off at his/her front door (keeping the affected person out of the market place and other areas with lots of people--as well as, of course, helping the affected person).

Thanks. Take care.

Bye, Sandy.

P.S. Garage parties will return once this situation has passed. I will e-mail you.
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